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It’s All About the Cookies - English

It’s All About the Cookies
Create a focal point of color and cookies

Let the stars of the rally shine bright, 
when you include a focal point of color and 
cookies.  Afterall, cookies are the reason for the 
rally, so give them the fanfare that they deserve 
with a colorful cookie table fit for a party, accented 
with festive, cookie themed decorations.

Cookie Table:
    �     Use cookie colored rolls of wrapping paper to  
            create a table covering.  We used a different
            color roll under each cookie variety.   
    �    Use the cookie cases to add height to the back
            of the table.
    �    Consider using different shaped plates to 
            display the actual cookies.
    �    Use cookie colored napkins, plates and/or
            small paper cups to hold cookie samples.  
            (If you are sampling cookies, be sure to display
            the food allergen sign, along with the cookie boxes).
    �   Add other colorful accents, like hanging
            balloons or paper globes or other accents.  
           Search “color themed birthday parties” online
           for more inspirations. 
   Supplies

    �     Colorful wrapping paper or scrapbook paper
    �    Cookie cartons and cases
    �    Cookie platters 
    �    Cookies
    �    Samoas Birthday logo signs or decorations
    �    ”New” signs for Rah-Rah Raisins and/or 
             Toffee-tastic cookies
    �    Colorful decorations
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For those with 

Food Allergies:

Little Brownie 
Girl Scout Cookies may contain 

wheat, soy, milk, egg, peanuts, 
treenuts, and/or coconut.  

Please consult the package label prior 
to consumption for cookie varieties 

you are considering tasting.    
Cookies may have been 

prepared for this tasting near 
product containing 

the above noted allergens.


